
Attendees will learn:

Creating an Aligned, Accountable, and Positive Team

Inspired, aligned, accountable, and unstoppable!  
It’s the leader we all want to be. It’s the team we all want to be on.  

This course will show you how.

LEADERS OF THE PRIDE

‣ 3 steps to developing a leadership mindset

‣ 4-part courageous conversation framework

‣ How to clarify and articulate your vision for your 
team

‣ How to lead and coach others to unlock their 
potential while creating alignment and 
accountability

Suggested Audience: Executives and business leaders; business owners;  
office administrators, managers; individual leaders; team managers 
Suggested Formats: Full or Partial Day; Lecture or Workshop 

If your team struggles with turnover, low performance, negativity, gossip, or petty 
conflicts… a total team transformation is easier and faster than you think! 
Katherine Eitel Belt, Dentistry’s Unscripted Communication Expert, believes 
personal leadership and high-performing teams are created with three basic 
things: clear expectations, a positive culture, and courageous communication 
skills.

In this engaging presentation, Katherine adamantly rejects stale methods of 
leadership thinking and canned scripts and shares a fresh, instinctive approach to 
building a team that thrives. Craft a vision and strategic plan that actually 
changes things and learn how to align your team to achieve it. Using The Lioness 
Principle, you’ll learn to lead, manage, and communicate in an intuitive way to 
improve your existing culture, team agreements, personal effectiveness, and 
productivity. Katherine will show us how to successfully navigate moments of 
conflict, disagreements, and all those conversations we’ve been tolerating or 
avoiding. Bring your hardest situations and watch as Katherine demonstrates live 
how to masterfully navigate them using a new mindset and a few simper tools.

This is one of the most fun, enlightening, and inspiring programs you’ll 
ever attend and one of Katherine’s favorite topics to present to teams.
She believes these skills could literally change the world and that
once you know them, you and your team will never be the same 
again. No more excuses… and no more limits.

LEADERSHIP SKILLS

 Katherine Eitel Belt      800-595-7060  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